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At Heesen we don’t 
just build yachts. 
We turn dreams 
into reality.

From day one, Heesen has pursued a consistent mission: to create 
yachts with exceptional standards of engineering and meticulous 
attention to detail. 

To achieve this, skilled hands, driven by a passion for perfection, make all the 

difference. They are able to fulfil every customer’s dream. Each yacht is built 

entirely in-house, using the strongest aluminium and the toughest steel.

This craftsmanship is matched by an unparalleled hunger for innovation and 

challenge. The result: designs that continue to push the limit and set the 

industry’s benchmark. But the Heesen experience goes beyond building a 

perfect yacht. It’s all about exceeding the client’s expectations with first-class 

service at all times, throughout the customer journey.

A yacht is a beautiful way to travel the world in luxury and expand your 

horizons. At Heesen, we create yachts on which the journey is as enjoyable as 

the destination. 

Heesen
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This 50-metre steel-hulled, displacement yacht combines timeless 
elegance with the refinement and speed to travel the globe and 
explore new horizons.

Blending practicality with luxurious detail, the design has been 
optimised to deliver the largest possible volume while still remaining 
under the 500GT threshold. At 50 metres this is a true bluewater motor 
yacht, featuring a displacement steel hull designed by Heesen’s in-house 
team of naval architects and engineers. Its cutting-edge design features a 
bulbous bow, which allows her to glide through the water with ease. Two 
MTU 8V4000 M63 engines provide a top speed of 15 knots. She boasts a 
range of 3,800 nautical miles at a cruising speed of 13 knots.

50m Steel

Exterior design 

Elegant explorer
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Built upon Heesen’s proven technical platform,    

Clifford Denn has imagined a sophisticated exterior 

design that is paired with generous outdoor deck 

space. A 68-square-metre sun deck complete with 

Jacuzzi, al fresco dining area and sun loungers promise 

the best of the yachting lifestyle. For entertaining, 

guests are welcomed to the 78-square-metre aft deck, 

an area complemented by the part-enclosed sky lounge. 

Sumptuous outdoor 
space balanced by 
luxurious design
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Functional features meet   
innovative details

Working closely with Heesen, Clifford Denn took      

elements of inspiration from classic automotive design.   

Her traditional peak bow with reversed sheer line is 

seamlessly incorporated into her profile, while a military-

style wheelhouse offers a touch of masculinity. The end 

result offers timeless appeal. 
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At Heesen, we aim to create an interior that truly makes a yacht a 
home.Therefore the interior by Reymond Langton Design boasts 
comfortable yet elegant spaces throughout. Its contemporary design 
is characterised by clean lines and surfaces. The studio selected a 
warm, neutral palette which is tastefully punctuated with vibrant 
bursts of colour from bespoke works of art and furnishings.

Modern furniture and art pieces are underpinned by LED lighting in all 
living areas. Fendi tables sit alongside unique resin wall panels crafted by 
Officina Coppola, whilst acrylic glass panels with metallic accents draw 
the eye. Floor-to-ceiling windows and glass panel doors ensure bright 
and airy spaces, creating the ideal indoor/outdoor connection.

Sky lounge

Interior design 

Contemporary 
luxury



The main saloon is a sophisticated yet casual affair. 

Reymond Langton has played with contrasting 

materials for a striking setting, exploiting light 

Tanganyika veneer walling and dark walnut flooring.    

A comfortable seating arrangement for friends and 

family is centred around a bespoke coffee table. 

Main saloon

Striking design,   
inviting ambience

Dining room

50m Steel 1312 50m Steel

Main saloon
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The sky lounge on the 105-square-metre deck aft is completely dedicated 

to relaxation. Large windows offering panoramic views flank a central dark 

walnut coffee table offset by the custom-made illuminated bar. Soft lighting 

creates an intimate and calming atmosphere, completed by the addition of 

dark walnut door frames and leather wall panelling.

Sky lounge

The hub of relaxation

Sky lounge

Atrium
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Owner’s stateroom

Light to soothe the mind
The owner’s stateroom on the main deck has a private study with bespoke desk 

that leads to the generous full-beam bedroom. Expansive windows flood the 

area with natural light while panoramic views provide an unparalleled setting in 

which to wake and greet the day.

Owner’s stateroom
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Lower deck 

Guest suites
The four lower deck guest suites are bright and supremely comfortable. 

Taupe and dark Carvalho furniture complement the warm colour scheme of 

the yacht, offering an inviting retreat. 

Guest bathroom

Guest suite
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Lower deck

Beach club
Relocating two tenders to the bow cleverly creates space for a generous 

beach club. It features the stunning bar, a sauna, comfortable seating 

area and a vast swim platform. 

Beach club

Beach club
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General

Yard number:  18850 

Hull type:    Twin propeller motor yacht, displacement

Naval architect:   Heesen Yachts

Exterior design:   Clifford Denn Design 

Interior design:   Reymond Langton Design

Classification:   Lloyd’s  100A1 SSC YACHT [] LMC 

   Large Commercial Yacht Code LY3

Hull:    Steel

Superstructure:   Aluminium

Dimensions

Length over all:   49.9 metres / 163 ft 8 inches

Beam over all:   9.0 metres / 29 ft 6 inches

Draft (half load):   2.75 metres / 9 ft 

Displacement (half load):  Approx. 440 tons

Tonnage:    Approx. 499GT

Accommodations

Crew:    9

Guests:    10

Cabins:    Full-beam owner’s stateroom, three double 

   guest cabins and one twin guest cabin

Technical Details

Maximum speed (half load):  12 knots

Range at 13 knots:   3,800Nm

Fuel capacity:   60,000 litres / 15,850 US Gallons 

Fresh water:   20,000 litres / 5,300 US Gallons

Propulsion Details

Main engines:   2 x MTU 8V 4000 M63

Maximum power:   2 x 1,000kW

Gearbox:    2 x ZF 5311 

Engine control:   MTU Blue Vision (New Generation) 

Propellers:    2 x five blade fixed pitch

Main generators:   2 x Zenoro, each 125kW, 50 Hertz

Bowthruster:   ZF-Marine 90kW, hydraulically driven

Stabilisers:    Naiad Dynamics, 2 fins, type 575, zero speed

Specifications
50m Steel
Displacement
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Sun deck Main deck

Wheelhouse deck Lower deck

General  
arrangement
50m Steel
Displacement
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Company

Shipyard

50-metre slipway 

85-metre dry dock

50-metre dry dock

70-metre dry dock

Aluminium construction shed

57-metre dry dock

57-metre dry dock 

57-metre dry dock

Technical department / warehousing

Carpentry

Offices 

Warehousing

Crew offices

Storage
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Ever since Frans Heesen started out in 1978, the 
shipyard has continuously expanded and improved 
its infrastructure and docks. Today, it is one of the 
most advanced and well-equipped yacht-building 
facilities in the world. 

The shipyard is located in the Dutch city of Oss, 150 

kilometres inland and connected to the North Sea by a 

series of canals and rivers.  

Its 22,000 square metres of covered area and 2,900 square 

metres of workshop space offer everything you need 

to construct a product as complex as a Heesen yacht. 

Production capacity has gradually increased with the 

addition of new docks. In 2016, following the success of 

the 65-metre Galactica Star and 70-metre Galactica Super 

Nova, a 90-metre shed and dry dock were completed. 

These new facilities allow the construction of yachts up to 

83 metres entirely in-house.  
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Custom design
When it comes to custom yacht building, Heesen can fulfil every client’s 
wish. Each one-off creation is designed from scratch, with an exceptional 
standard of engineering and meticulous attention to detail. The bottom 
line: if you can dream it, Heesen can build it. 

Every shipyard that specialises in luxury yachts will claim that it can fulfil 

each and every dream. But there are few who can do so without having to 

compromise on quality. And even fewer who deliver within the set deadline. 

The key to Heesen’s success is that it applies the same time-tested method 

and manufacturing process to every project, no matter 

how special or exclusive the specifications are. For those 

clients who prefer a full custom design, an extensive 

database containing complete data on every yacht built 

to date offers inspiration and quick tailor-made solutions. 

This guarantees a perfect match between the client’s 

requirements and design options at all times.

The custom future

The shipyard expects the full custom market to mature 

even further, giving rise to more yachts that celebrate the 

uniqueness of an extravagant interior and exterior and the 

use of the latest technologies. Heesen believes it has all the 

knowledge and skills in-house to maintain its front-running 

position. Hybrid propulsion and Hull Vane are just a few 

examples of innovations applied to advanced yachts such as 

Home and Galactica Super Nova. There is certainly a bright 

future ahead. 

Phase 1 – pre-contract, 6-12 months average

When selecting their preferred shipyard, potential yacht 

owners generally choose one of two routes: directly or 

through a yacht broker. Once matched, Heesen’s design 

and development department starts discussing the client’s 

requirements. Regardless of which of the two paths is 

chosen, this takes roughly 6 to 12 months. Once all contract 

conditions are determined upon and the contract is signed, a 

selection of designers – either from Heesen or suggested by 

the owner – start working on the general arrangement.

Phase 2 – production, 2.5-3 years average 

After approximately 6 to 12 months, the design 

department hands over the project to the engineering 

department. The final production phase varies in duration 

between 2 and 2.5 years on average, depending on the 

complexity of the project.

The custom design future is bright

Building a dream  

Company
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Heesen‘s modern Oss shipyard builds 
from 40 to 83 metres, all on site

The design
comes to life

The backbone of each Heesen yacht is a hull welded 

to perfection. It is always a magical moment when the 

first contours of the hull appear and the yacht’s design 

comes to life. Heesen uses aluminium – which requires 

highly skilled and experienced welders – and steel to 

construct. In 2016, the shipyard used approximately 265 

tonnes of aluminium and approximately 475 tonnes of 

steel to build 4 yachts – 2 steel and 2 aluminium hulls. 

Company

Handcrafted
by Heesen
Building a yacht is probably one of the most complex processes you 
can undertake. Few products involve more skills and technology. 
And in this high-tech era of robots and fully automated production,               
a Heesen yacht is still largely crafted by hand. 
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The marriage  
The definitive shape of the yacht is determined by another key moment in the 

building process: the marriage, when the hull and superstructure are joined. It 

is all about perfect timing and precision when the crane operator lowers the 

superstructure onto the hull.

A perfect finish  
Several layers of epoxy primer are applied to the aluminium and steel surfaces 

of the yacht, giving the hull and superstructure a smooth finish and a perfect 

basis for the paintwork. It takes a trained eye and skilful hands to apply each 

layer of coating and paint with exactly the right thickness.

36 37
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As one of the few yacht builders to have an entire in-house department 
of interior specialists, Heesen guarantees consistent quality and custom 
design solutions that spark your imagination.

The shipyard’s main interior workshop is situated in 

Winterswijk, just over an hour’s drive from Oss, and 

provides more than 7,000 square metres of working 

space. Here, a large group of craftsmen work on up to five 

Heesen projects at the same time. This is where all of the 

luxury areas – such as the atrium, saloon, dining, owner’s 

stateroom and guest suites – are created. At the shipyard 

in Oss, another 30 craftsmen work on the interiors of all 

the service areas and sky lounges. 

Rather unusually in this industry, Heesen builds its yacht 

interiors entirely in-house, which requires every type 

of machinery and skill on location. ‘This is something 

that has evolved over the years and we are very proud 

of it,’ Jan Rademaker, director of Heesen Interiors, 

explains, ‘because we have been responsible for many 

award-winning yacht interiors.’ Rademakers refers to the 

acclaimed My Sky, Galactica Star, Elena, Amore Mio and 

Galactica Super Nova.

This requires a lot of talent. It is one reason why Heesen 

invests heavily in the acquisition of young talent.

‘Heesen builds its yacht interiors 
entirely in-house, a service that 

differentiates the shipyard from 
others in the world and enables it to 

guarantee the quality it promises’

Interior workshop  

Company

Heesen
interiors
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Company

After Sales & 
Yacht Services
With an ever-expanding fleet of superyachts cruising the world, 
it was natural to broaden the scope of services and launch a 
comprehensive programme called ‘Yacht Services by Heesen’ 
alongside the shipyard’s existing After Sales programme. The in-
house programme consists of four pillars to enhance the overall 
owners’ experience and improve the operational reliability of their 
assets.

Taking delivery of a Heesen yacht is the start of a journey – a carefree 

journey, thanks to the support of Heesen’s After Sales programme, which 

ensures premium care and provides maintenance and technical support 

throughout her entire lifespan. From the instant our 

skilled team of workers finish building the yacht, she 

is placed in the caring hands of our After Sales team, 

who put her to the test in a sea trial and make sure 

everything works exactly as it should. And from that 

moment on, our After Sales experts keep watching 

over the yacht, ensuring she stays in peak condition. 

On top of this, Heesen proactively reaches out to all 

owners with the four yacht services detailed on the 

following pages.  

Engine room
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We ensure operational reliability and avoid a delayed or cancelled cruise due to technical failures 

by offering original components at all times. To be able to offer this, the shipyard maintains 

excellent relations with all equipment suppliers to make sure that high-quality, warranty-

protected and competitively priced parts arrive on time.

This pillar was introduced to ensure that Heesen’s Dutch quality standards can be maintained 

throughout the lifecycle of a yacht. Owners sometimes have to fall back on local shipyards and 

subcontractors when maintenance and repair work is required, This is why Heesen provides 

managerial assistance on necessary refit, repair and renewal work, either from a distance or on 

location. A flying squad of technicians is ready to travel at a moment’s notice to any location  

in the world.

Original spare parts & provisioning Refit
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No one knows a yacht better than the shipyard that built it, which is why 

we offer full management services to the full fleet of yachts.This service 

assists owners in monitoring the complete range of operational, technical, 

financial and compliance requirements needed to keep a yacht running. From 

insurance, accounting and manning to maintenance reviews, refits and safety 

management, Heesen takes care of everything.

This department consists of a warranty and customer support team. Heesen’s 

warranty team looks after all claims and warranty. Usually, warranty staff get 

involved a few months before delivery to make sure all parts are in excellent 

shape when the warranty period begins. Customer Support, on the other 

hand, provides general 24/7 support to any Heesen client in need, including 

on location with our flying squad.

More recently, the shipyard launched a new service: the annual survey. This 

thorough periodical check ensures that yachts are signed off every quarter 

during the warranty period and annually thereafter. This is a mutually 

beneficial check, guarding the operational reliability as well as our brand 

image. This shift from reactive towards preventive and eventually predictive 

maintenance support means an impressive leap forward in customer service 

for all Heesen owners.

Yacht management Customer Support & After Sales
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Holland, home of 
yacht building
It is no coincidence that many of the best shipyards in the world are 
found in Holland. Our passion for yacht building and commitment to 
quality is unrivalled. And that is what makes Heesen Yachts the world’s 
leading builder of high-performance yachts. We hope to see you soon 
to realise your dream.
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